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Abstract

Bunch purity is an important source quality factor for
the magnetic resonance experiments at the Advanced Pho-
ton Source. Conventional bunch-purity monitors uti-
lizing time-to-amplitude converters are subject to dead
time. We present a novel design based on a single field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) that continuously pro-
cesses pulses at the full speed of the detector and front-end
electronics. The FPGA provides 7778 single-channel an-
alyzers (six per rf bucket). The starting time and width of
each single-channel analyzer window can be set to a resolu-
tion of 178 ps. A detector pulse arriving inside the window
of a single-channel analyzer is recorded in an associated
32-bit counter. The analyzer makes no contribution to the
system dead time. Two channels for each rf bucket count
pulses originating from the electrons in the bucket. The
other four channels on the early and late side of the bucket
provide estimates of the background. A single-chip mi-
crocontroller attached to the FPGA acts as an EPICS [1]
IOC to make the information in the FPGA available to the
EPICS clients.

INTRODUCTION

The bunch purity measurement system described here
uses the same detector and signal conditioning electron-
ics as an older bunch purity measurement system devel-
oped at the APS [2]. The older system is based on a time-
to-amplitude converter driving a multi-channel analyzer.
Among its shortcomings is an inability to acquire data from
every storage ring bucket. The new system removes this re-
striction.

An avalanche photodiode detects photons emitted from
the electron beam at a storage ring bending magnet port. A
constant-fraction discriminator provides a fast NIM pulse
when a photon is detected. The other inputs to the new
system are the facility 44-MHz clock which is used by the
FPGA to generate the acquisition sampling clocks, and the
facility P0 synchronization signals used to mark the first
bunch in each storage ring turn.

HARDWARE

The only custom-built hardware in the bunch purity
measurement system is a small circuit board that con-
tains components to buffer the timing and synchroniza-
tion signals and to convert the the fast NIM signal from
the constant-fraction discriminator to LVTTL. The heart
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of the system is a Stratix II FPGA mounted on an evalu-
ation kit circuit board produced by Altera [3]. In addition
to the FPGA chip, the board contains flash memory to con-
figure the FPGA on power-up and expansion connectors
to which daughterboards containing application-specific
components may be attached. There are many other com-
ponents on the board that are not used by the bunch pu-
rity monitor. Even with all these additional unused compo-
nents the development kit provides a very cost-effective de-
velopment platform. A commercial microcontroller mod-
ule [4] is connected to the development kit expansion con-
nectors. This microcontroller acts as an input/output con-
troller (IOC) on the facility EPICS control system. EPICS
IOCs are servers in a dynamic distributed database and pro-
vide process variable information to clients on the network.
The total cost of all hardware components was less than
$2000.

OPERATION

A phase-locked loop (PLL) block in the FPGA takes
in the 44-MHz clock and multiplies it to 352 MHz. As
shown in Figure 1, the PLL has six outputs, which can
be individually offset in steps of 22.5 degrees. The six
352-MHz clocks drive the sampling flip-flops as shown in
Figure 2, giving an effective sampling frequency of greater
than 2.1 GHz. The facility 44-MHz clock is derived from
the rf drive, so changes in the storage ring rf frequency are
tracked by the bunch purity sampling clock.

FPGA
PLL

Fout = Fin×8

Fout = 352 MHz

44 MHz Clock
(352 MHz RF÷8)

C0  (@0°)

C1 (@45°)
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C5 (@292.5°)

Figure 1: Phase locked loop sampling clock generation.

The state of the six sampling flip-flops is read at the end
of each 2.8 ns (1/352 MHz) sampling interval. These val-
ues are then checked by a rising-edge detector, and when
a rising edge is detected, the counter corresponding to that
subinterval and bunch number is incremented. There are
7776 counters — six for each sampling interval and one
sampling interval for each of the 1296 buckets in the stor-
age ring. Each counter is 32 bits wide.
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Figure 2: Sampling flip-flops.

The six subintervals are described as ‘Too early,’ ‘Early,’
‘Good,’ ‘Late,’ ‘Too late,’ and ‘Unclassifiable’ (could be
assigned to this bucket or to the following bucket). The
values of the ‘Early,’ ‘Good,’ and ‘Late’ counters for each
bucket are added together and used to determine the bunch
purity. The bucket number counter is reset to 0 on the rising
edge of the facility ‘P0’ timing marker.

In order for the six sampling flip-flips to sample the state
of the input signal at the desired intervals, the differences
between the propagation delays from the input pin to the
six sampling flip-flops must be as small as possible. While
an exact match of the propagation delays is impossible, the
differences between the delays can be minimized by care-
fully selecting the location of the sampling flip-flops within
the FPGA. The FPGA development software allows the de-
signer to specify the exact cell into which a given section
of logic will be placed. Through a trial and error approach
of trying different locations for the sampling flip-flops, a
layout was found that has only 35 ps of skew between the
propagation delays.

The other factor that determines the actual sampling in-
stant is the propagation delay of the clock signals from the
PLL where they are generated and the six sampling flip-
flops that they drive. No arrangement of the sampling flip-
flop locations within the FPGA could reduce this skew to
less than 229 ps. Although this skew is large, it can be
compensated for to some degree as described later.

The timing of the six sampling instants was measured
by applying an asynchronous ≈10-MHz signal to the input
and acquiring data for a minute or so. The relative number
of counts in each of the six classifications provide a direct
indication of the relative sizes of the time intervals between
the six sampling instants. The skew between the clock sig-
nals was found to have made the ‘Late’ classification too
short and the ‘Too late’ classification too long. This condi-
tion was easily resolved by simply adding one more phase
delay increment to the clock used to drive the ‘Too late’

sampling flip-flop. Table 1 shows the original intervals, the
intervals after making the clock adjustment, and the ideal
intervals.

Table 1: Acquisition Bin Sizes (ps)
Original 308 602 474 364 527 563
Final 308 602 474 541 349 563
Ideal 355 532 532 532 355 532
% difference -13 13 -11 1.7 -1.5 5.9

The differences between the ideal sampling intervals and
the actual sampling intervals are small enough to be in-
significant to the operation of the monitor.

The FPGA contains 255 ‘M4k’ memory blocks each of
which provide up to 4608 bits of memory. The bunch pu-
rity monitor firmware uses 102 of these blocks to imple-
ment the 7776 32-bit counters for the 6 classifications of
1296 buckets and another 17 to implement the 1296 32-bit
counters for a ‘total count’ histogram. The counters are
implemented as a RAM block and a 32-bit incrementer for
a given classification. When a rising edge in a particular
classification of a particular bucket is detected, the bucket
number is used to address the RAM block for that classifi-
cation. The location is read, incremented, and written back
to the same location. This operation takes two cycles of
the 100-MHz system clock. Thus the system can accept a
sustained counting rate of 50 MHz without losing any sam-
ples. This is far above the rates encountered during normal
operation.

STATISTICS ACCUMULATION

The FPGA counts pulses from the detector and builds a
histogram for duration t seconds, where t is an EPICS pro-
cess variable with default value 120. This histogram has
six bins for each of the 1296 storage ring buckets for a total
of 7776 bins. The count value for each bucket is the sum
of the values in the ‘Early,’ ‘Good,’ and ‘Late’ classifica-
tions for each bucket. The main bucket is defined to be any
bucket with counts above fraction f of the bucket with the
most counts, where f is an EPICS process variable with
default value of 0.33. This set of main buckets is desig-
nated M0. For example, in the case where 24 bunches are
evenly spaced around the storage ring M0 is

M0 = {m} = {0, 54, 108, . . . , 1042}. (1)

The average value of histogram counts for the main
bucket counts is then

C0 =
1
n

∑

m∈M0

Cm, where n =
∑

m∈M0

1. (2)

The average value of histogram counts for the three
buckets before and six buckets after the main buckets are

Ci =
1
n

∑

k∈Mi

Ck, where Mi = {m + i|m ∈ M0} (3)

and i = −3,−2,−1, 1, . . . , 6.
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The average number of counts for all remaining buckets
is

Cother =

∑

k/∈{Mi,M0}
Ck

1296− 10n
. (4)

The ‘bunch impurity’ process variables are defined as the
ratios

pi =
Ci

C0

where i = −3,−2,−1, 1, . . . , 6, other. (5)

The detector and optics are adjusted to provide a rate of
about 7000 counts per second for each of the filled buckets.
At this rate the probability of missed counts due to multiple
photons arriving at the detector is less than 0.1%.

To obtain better statistics and dynamic range, the IOC
maintains a boxcar average of the values read from the
FPGA. The boxcar length is set by an EPICS process vari-
able and has a maximum value of 500. The length is com-
monly set to 30 which, when combined with a two minute
FPGA sampling period, results in bunch purity statistics
based on data acquired over the past hour.

RESULTS

The following section presents an example of the infor-
mation obtained by the bunch purity monitor. The data in
question were acquired during a one-week period at the end
of March, 2007. Plots of the number of electrons in the im-
purity buckets over time showed that the number of elec-
trons in most impurity buckets increased by factors of two
to four, as expected from the longer lifetime of the impu-
rity bunches. This is consistent with a stable injector that
fills all neighbor buckets of the main buckets at nearly con-
stant ratios. A notable exception was the +1 bucket, which
during the first 24 hours increased its electron population
by 26-fold — about ten times faster than all other impurity
buckets.

Figure 3 shows the recorded intensity of bucket 379 and
the preceding main bucket (378) over the period in ques-
tion. During this time the main bucket received 36 top-up
injections. The intensity of the +1 bucket (379), remained
low for 30 of these shots. The 31st shot increased the num-
ber of electrons in the +1 bucket over 40-fold. Figure 4
shows the same plots with expanded time scale to illustrate
more clearly that the increase in the +1 bucket charge oc-
curred at the same time as the injection into bucket 378.

Note that between 9:45 and 9:50 AM counts for the main
bucket increased by 2× 105 while counts for the +1 bucket
increased by about 650. This indicates an impurity of 0.3%
for the +1 bucket.

CONCLUSIONS

The FPGA-based bunch purity monitor described in this
paper is now in regular use at the APS. It has shown itself to
be both reliable and capable enough that it will completely

Figure 3: Recorded bucket intensities for a 40-hour period.

Figure 4: Recorded bucket intensities for a 4-hour period.

replace the older bunch purity monitor system in Septem-
ber, 2007. The use of a commercial FPGA development
kit provides a very cost-effective platform for constructing
diagnostic data acquisition systems such as this.
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